
Insurity Workers’ Comp Suite 
POLICY | BILLING | CLAIMS | PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS | DATA CONSORTIUM 
DIGITAL CLAIMS PAYMENTS

Minimize administrative 
efforts with integrated 

systems

Streamline processes  
with straight-through 

processing

Automate audit requests  
and exposure based on 

pre-determined rules 

Expand your business and improve loss ratios with an integrated 
core system and predictive analytics platform, purpose-built for 
workers’ compensation

25%  
reduction in claims 

processing time

10% 
improved underwriting 

efficiency

25% 
faster premium 

auditing

Insurity is a leading provider of cloud-based software and analytics for insurance carriers, brokers, and MGAs. Insurity is trusted by 22 of the 
top 25 P&C carriers and 7 of the top 10 MGAs in the US and has over 400 cloud-based deployments. | www.insurity.com | +1 866 476 2606 

Selected Customers

“Insurity’s solution not only enables us to 
improve communication and interactions 
with our customers, but also ensures 
that we continue to run our business in 
the efficient and effective manner which 
has made us successful for years.” 
- Keith Brownfield, President  
of Victory Insurance

“The Insurity team exceeded our 
expectations during the implementation 
project and they continue to provide 
responsive, thorough support since 
going live with the system. Insurity’s core 
system functionality is robust, reliable 
and has received praise from our staff, 
agents, and outside auditors.”  
- Mark Young, Fund Manager  
Alabama Retail Comp

Top 5 Reasons Carriers Choose Insurity   
 Enable your business with end-to-end automation  
 and a unified user experience

 - Increase efficiency and reduce workloads by entering data  
only once across policy, billing, claims, and analytics platforms 

 - Work faster using simplified workflows designed to fit your business  
needs with straight-through processing on placing, quoting, binding,  
issuing, and renewal of policies

Assess performance and make more informed  
decisions across your organization 
 - Gain a holistic view of your business by breaking down individual and 

portfolio performance through configurable dashboards or an extensive 
library of pre-designed reports

 - Boost your predictive modeling power and make proactive decisions at  
point-of-entry with the industry’s largest P&C data consortium: $67B+ in 
premium with two dozen third-party data sources

Expand your book with a platform that encourages growth
 - Control and manage new and existing programs with a multi-state rating 

engine to handle regulatory content tied into your own business rules and 
rating algorithms

 - Handle statutory reporting requirements effortlessly across your book of 
business with specific workers’ compensation reporting tools

Provide a modern digital service for customers and partners
 - Onboard agents and policyholders with transaction and inquiry capabilities  

via self-service portals

 - Offer modern claims payment choices such as ACH, V-Cards, push  
to debit, and more with Insurity’s Sure Claims Payments for any  
party including carriers, MGAs, brokers, and insureds

Benefit from industry expertise
 - Leverage Insurity’s 30+ years of experience deploying workers’ 

compensation solutions with 100% implementation success rate

 - Stay secure with Insurity’s industry leading cloud hosted platforms that  
are always up to date


